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Bunkyo-ku,Tokyo 113, Japan 
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Abstract. An Anderson impuri ty in conjugated polymers is formulated in order to investigate 
the effects of a dopant, a carbonyl (>M) defect or an atomic side group. The impurity 
effects with no Coulomb interaction ( U  = 0) are studied analytically in the Takayama-Lin- 
Liu-Maki (TLM) model and also in the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model. A new localized 
level is found in the electronic gap. It is located at the top of the valence band when the level 
of the impurity is deep and in the valence band. It is at the bottom of the conduction band if 
the energy of the impurity level is in the conduction band. Characteristic TLM results agree 
remarkably well with the corresponding SSH results when the solutions in the TLM model are 
energetically stable against change of electron number. This agreement does not depend on 
whether the chain is nearly dimerized or there is a soliton excitation. Consequences for 
possible experimental observation of the localized state due to the real defect are discussed, 

1. Introduction 

In a series of works [l-91, we have been investigating impurity effects in conjugated 
polymers. Two types of impurity models are considered. One is site type [ 1,3,7], which 
locally modulates the site energy of electrons at impurity sites. The other is bond type 
[l, 21, which affects the hopping integral of n electrons. These impuritiesgive additional 
potentials to electrons in a chain. Electrons are scattered by the potentials so that 
electronic states in the Peierls gap are drastically altered. On the other hand, there 
might be cases where interactions between the impurity itself and polymer chains are 
important. These have not been considered in the above investigations. 

In this paper, we make use of the Anderson impurity model [lo] in order to describe 
cases where interactions between a polymer chain and an additional localized level are 
strong. Possible situations where the Anderson impurity model might be applied are: 
electron hopping process between a dopant atom and a polymer chain; a local carbonyl 
(>C=O) defect that is naturally present both in pristine polyacetylene and in poly- 
acetylene exposed in air; and effects of an atomic side group that strongly accepts 
electrons from or donates them to the chain. We note that Mizes and Conwell [ll] have 
recently proposed the use of the Anderson model (with no Coulomb interactions) to 
describe a carbonyl (>*O) defect, too. The transmission coefficient of n electrons 
around the impurity has been analysed in association with the conduction. 
i Present address: Fundamental Physics Section, Physical Science Division, Electrotechnical Laboratory, 
Umezono I-l4,Tsukuba 305, Japan. 
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Figure 1 .  Schematic structuresofan Andenon impurilyin conjugated polymers. Electronic 
level structures are also shown. In (a ) .  a pristine configuration with the nearly dimerized 
chain is shown. An Anderson impurity is denoted by the atom ' X .  In ( b )  and (c), the cases 
with a soliton are shown for deep and high impurily levels. rcspcctively. 

We depict our model system schematically in figure 1. We consider an imaginary side 
atom, namely - X ,  adjacent to a carbon atom of a polymer chain. In the atom X, there 
is assumed to be one localized level. As the atom X and the chain strongly interact via 
the mixing interaction, electronic states of the polymer chain would drastically change 
around the atom X.  There would be an effective site-type impurity [3,7] at the atom X. 
As shown in previous papers [3,7], electronic structures change due to the presence of 
the site-type impurity. Similar effects are expected to occur when there is an Anderson 
impurity. In this paper, we would like to investigate the variation of electronic states. 
We concentrate upon the system without Coulomb interaction at  the atom X. Effects of 
the Coulomb force arc to  be investigated in the next paper. 

Interactions between the atom X and the chain would be indeed quite interesting. 
When the atom X attracts electrons strongly, and thus a local level of the atom X is deep 
enough in the valence band, the pristine configuration in figure l(a) would change into 
the configuration in figure l (b) .  As the X atom would act as an effective site-type 
impurity, i t  would be energetically favourable to create a pinned soliton around the 
atom X. In figure 1(b), two electrons occupy the localized level, namely Ed,  and n- 
electron states in the chain are filled with electrons, the number of which is reduced by 
unity from half-filled. A positively charged soliton is pinned at the site adjacent to the 
atom X. There would be an additional localized level at the top of the valence band due 
to the effective site-type impurity with positive strength. On the other hand, when the 
atom X donates electrons to the chain, the local level at the atom X would be at high 
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energy in the conduction band. The configuration in figure l ( a )  would change into that 
of figure I(c). The localized level at the atom X is unoccupied. The number of electrons 
of the chain increases by unity from half-filled. There is a negatively charged soliton 
pinnedattheatomx. Anewlocaluedlevelwouldappearatthebottomoftheconduction 
band due to the effective negative site-type potential. In this way, our system may show 
fertile changes of electronic structures, which depend on given parameters, namely 
electron number and the energy of the localized level at atom X. 

In the present paper, the single-impurity problem is studied analytically in the 
Takayama-Lin-Liu-Maki (TLM) model [12] and also numerically in the Su-Schrieffer- 
Heeger (SSH) model [13]. Anew localized levelis foundin theelectronicgap. It islocated 
at the top of the valence band when the level of the impurity is deep and in the valence 
band. It is at the bottom of the conduction band if the energy of the impurity level is 
in the conduction band. Characteristic TLM results agree remarkably well with the 
corresponding SSH results when the solutions in the TLM niodel are energetically stable 
against change of electron number. The consequences for possible experimental obser- 
vation of the real defect state are discussed. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the model is explained. Systems with 
even sites are investigated in section 3. Systems with odd sites are studied in section 4. 
Summary and discussion are given in section 5. In the appendix, the relation between 
the Anderson impurity and the site-type impurity is discussed. 

2. Model 

We first consider the following model: 

The first term is the SSH Hamiltonian [13] 
H = HssH + H A .  (2.1) 

(2 .2)  HSSH = - [ to - @(U,+I - U n ) ] ( C i + ~ , & n , r  f HC) + i K x  (&,+I - U,)'  
".S " 

where I,, is the nearest-neighbour hopping integral of the undimerized chain, CY is the 
electron-phonon coupling strength due to the modulation of the hopping integral, U. is 
the displacement of the nth CH unit, c ~ , ~  is an annihilation operator of an electron at the 
nth site with spins (s = 1' or J ) and K is the force constant between adjacent units. The 
second term is the Anderson impurity [lo] localized at the Ith site 

H A  = Ed dbd, + V z  (d:c,,, + cT,sds) + tid', d 7 d l  d 1 (2.3) 

where d, is an annihilation operator of a localized electron at the atom X, Ed is its atomic 
level, 1' is the mixing matrix element between the localized level and the x-electron 
orbitalat thelthsiteofthe polymerchainand Uistheon-siteCoulombrepulsionstrength 
at the atom X. As we consider the case ti = 0 in this paper, we neglect the last term of 
equation (2.3) hereafter. Effects of finite ti are to be studied in the next paper [14]. 

The model(2.1) can be treatedanalyticallyin thecontinuumlimit. Using the relations 
between the discrete and continuum operators, we obtain a continuum version of (2.1) 

The first term of (2.4) is the TLM model [12] 
H = HTLM + H A .  (2.4) 

where Y&) is a two-component field operator of n electrons with spin s, uF is the Fermi 
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velocity, u, are the Pauli spin matrices, A(x) is the order parameter and = 2a2/nKtois 
the dimensionless electron-phonon coupling constant. The second term of (2.4) gives 
the impurity term 

HA = Ed d:d, + a'I2V [d:x]Y,(xj) + '€'$(x,)x,d,] (2.6) 
I 

where 

and xi = la, a being the lattice constant of the undimenzed system in the SSH model. 

3. Systems with even sites 

The system with even sites is perfectly dimerized when there is no impurity and electron 
states are half-filled. It contains a polaron when one electron is added to or removed 
from the system. In this section, we consider how electronic structure changes in the 
presence of an Anderson impurity at the Ith site. 

3.1. TLMmodel 
In this subsection, analytic calculation is presented for the model (2.4) with the uniform 
dimerization A(x) = A,. 

We define the d-electron's Green function as 

Gd(a) = -(Tsd,(r)d:(O)) (3.1) 
where d,(r) = exp(Gr)d, exp(-fir) and fi = H' = p N e ,  p being the chemical potential 
and N ,  the electron number. Similarly, the n-electron Green function isdefined by 

where YY,(k, r )  = exp(&)Y,(k) exp(-fir) and 
G,(k ,p ,  = -(TaY,(k, W:(P, 0)) (3.2) 

L being the system size. 
Fourier transforms of Green functions, 

117 
Gd(iEn) = I, dseiE"'Gd(r) 

and 
117 

G,(k ,p ,  is.) = 1 dz ei'nrG,(k,p, z) 
0 

are calculated from equations of motions to be 

and 
G,(k ,p ,  iEn) = Gko)(k, iEn)6k,p + VzGio)(iE,, k)Gd(iE.)Gio'(iE,,p) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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where 
Gia)((k, ien) = (isn + p - uFkuJ - A0ul)-’ .  (3.5) 

Using the relation 
ie, t p + Aool 

2uF[Aa - (ien + p)2]1” dk Gia’(k, ien) = - 2n 
we obtain 

(3.7) 

where uF = 2aio is used. The condition of singularity of (3.7) yields 

where ie,, + p is replaced by W. This equation always has one solution in the region 
IwI < A,,. Then, a new localized level appears when an Anderson impurity is located in 
the system. In the next subsection, the numerical solution of (3.8) will be represented 
by a thin curve in figure 4 and will be compared with solutions by the SSH model. 

We briefly discuss properties of the solution. When the atomic d level is in the gap, 
i.e. lEdl 

Particularly, w = 0 when Ed = 0. This is due to the electron-hole symmetry. 
When the atomic d level is widely separated from the energy gap, i.e. lEd\ B Ao, we 

can neglect w relative to E,, in the denominator of the right-hand side of (3.8). It is solved 
to get 

(3.10) 
In [7], we have shown that the site-type impurity, H I  = J Z s  c ! , , c ~ , ~ ,  at the lth site gives 
rise to a localized level in the gap at energy 

(3.11) 
Equations (3.10) and (3.11) agree when we take J = -Vz/Ed. This is to be verified in 
the appendix, by performing a second-order perturbation with respect to the mixing 
termof (2.3). This agreement meansphysically that an Anderson impurity with negative 
Ed corresponds to an acceptor that gives a repulsive potential to x electrons. Similarly 
the model with positive Ed corresponds to a donor that gives rise to an attractive potential 
to 3e electrons. 

3.2. SSH model 
In order to compare with the results in section 3.1 and know the validity of setting 
A(x) = Ao, the model equation (2.1) with U = 0 is to be studied numerically. We con- 
sider the cases with Ne = N, N + 1 and N + 2, N being the system size of the SSH model. 
Periodic boundary conditions are imposed on electronic and lattice systems in order 
to remove end-point effects. We denote the Kth x-electron wavefunction as qr(n)  
(1 s n s N). It satisfies the boundary condition 

q , ( n  + N )  = q.(n) .  (3.12) 
The boundary condition for the lattice is 

u n + N  = (3.13) 

(A; - W’)’” = (v2/2tO)W/(Ed - W) (3.8) 

Ao, the approximate solution is 
{Ao/[Ao + (V’/~a)l}Ed. (3.9) 

W = A,(sgn Ed)/[1 t (~2/2taEd)Z]”Z~ 

w = Ao(-sgnJ)/[l + (J/2t0)’]’’*. 

The wavefunction is calculated from the eigenvalue problem 
e,q,(n)  = -(to - ay,-I)q.(n - 1) - ( to - cuy.)qK(n + 1) + V&,fpR(d) (3.14) 
and 
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ExPdd) = EdP,(d) + v P , ( l )  (3.15) 
where &,is the eigenvalue,y, = U"+, - un and q,(d) is the amplitude at the d site. The 
self-consistency condition for the lattice is 

where the prime indicates the sum over occupied states and the second term is due to 
the periodic boundary condition (3.13). The sum over m in the second term is taken over 
N sites of the polymer chain. The d site is not included in the sum, because electron- 
phonon interaction is not assumed at the bond between the d site and the Ith site of the 
chain. Equation (3.16) is the same as that in [8,9]. 

Numerical solution is obtained in the following way: 
(i) First, random numbers between -yo and y o  (yo = 0.1 A) are generated for the 

initial values of the bond variables bIp'}. Then, we start the iteration. 
(ii) At the kth step of the iteration, the electronic part of the Hamiltonian is diag- 

onalized by solving equations (3.14) and (3.15) for the set of the bond variables { y p } .  
(iii) Usingtheelectronicwavefunctions{q?,(j)(j = 1,. . ., N,d)obtainedabove,we 

calculate the next set ett1)} from the left-hand side of equation (3.16). 
(iv) The iteration is repeated until the sum Zn(yLk+') - ~ 2 ~ ) ) ~  becomes sufficiently 

small. Then, the stationary solution is obtained. 
(v) It is checked that there are not other types of stationary solutions by changing 

the initial set {yho)}. 

Numerical rcsults are reported for the parameters a = 4.1 eV ,&-I, K = 21 eV A-* 
and lo = 2.5 eV with N = SO. These give A = 0.20. When the results are compared with 
those of section 3.1, ,k = 0.183 is used for the TLM model. These two values give the 
same order parameter A. (= 0.6.5 eV = 0.26ro) for the perfectly dimerized system. We 
particularly take V = OSt ,  because of the limitation of available CPU time. 

3.2.1. Ne = N .  In this part, we report numerical results for systems where electron 
number Ne is the same as that of the chain size N .  As the total number of lattice sites is 
N + 1 and there are 2(n + 1) electronic states, electron number decreases from half- 
filling by unity. 

In figure 2, we show lattice and charge configurations for E,, = 0.6t,. In figure 2(a) ,  
the smoothed bond variable, yn = ( - l y ( y n  - y n m I ) / 2 ,  is shown. In figure 2(b) ,  the 
smoothed charge density, pn = ( p n - l  + 2p, + ~ = + ~ ) / 4 ,  is presented. The impurity is 
located at n = 25. In figure 2(b),  the electron number of the d level is also shown by the 
vertical line. The localized level is almost empty. So, the chain system is nearly half- 
filled. There is an effective site-type impurity of strength - Vz/Ed = -0.417to at n = 25. 
Thus, there is a localized level below the bottom of the conduction band, which is 
depicted in figure 4. The lattice distortion around the impurity found in figure Z(a) is 
characteristic to a site-type impurity reported in a recent paper [SI. It deforms asym- 
metrically with respect to the impurity position. This asymmetry reflects the difference 
of the strong and weak bonds. The asymmetrical distortion of pn also reflects this 
property. 

In figure 3, we showyn and fin for Ed = -0.6ro. The localized d level is almost doubly 
filled. So, the electron number of thechain system isdecreased from half-filling by about 
two. In the impurity-free system, two positively charged solitons would be formed, They 
would be separate from each other. In the present system, a charged soliton is pinned 
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0 10 20 M LO 50 " 
Figure 2. Dimerization pattern (a) and electron 
density (b)  in the SH model with an Anderson 
impurity at n = 25. In ( b ) ,  electron number at 
the d level is also shown by the vertical bar. 
Parameters are V = 0.5ro, Ed = 0.6m and N = 
N, = 50. 

" 
Figure 3. Dimerization pattern (a) and electron 
density (b) in the SSH model with an Anderson 
impurity at n = 25. In ( b ) .  electron number at 
the d level is also shown by the vertical bar. 
Parameters are V =  0.5fo, Ed = -0.6t0 and N = 
N ,  = 50. 

at the impurity. The lattice pattern and charge distribution around the impurity are 
similar to those of the site-type impurity problem reported in [SI. (The effective site- 
type strength is V2/Ed = 0.417to.) Soliton width becomes narrower due to potential 
pinning. The free soliton at n = 50 has width similar to that in the impurity-free system. 

We show changes of electronic levels around the eneegy gap as a function of Ed in 
figure 4. The d level is changed within - l .O to  5 Ed < l.Olo. The broken curve indicates 
the Fermi level. The position is the average of energies of the highest occupied and 
the lowest unoccupied states. Levels below the line are occupied and those above 
unoccupied. The localized level in the m.~ model derived from equation (3.8) is shown 
by the thin curve. When .Ed is positive, the positions of the localized level of the TLM and 
SSH models agree remarkably well. The reason for the agreement is that the dimerization 
amplitude yn varies weakly around the impurity as shown in figure 2(a), and thus the 
assumption A ( x )  = A. is good enough in the TLM model. When Ed is negative, it would 
be energetically more favourable to generate two independent solitons than to keep the 
localized level, predicted by the TLM model, unoccupied. This would be the main reason 
for disagreement in the case Ed < 0. From the data of wavefunctions, we find that the 
level, whose energy is near zero, is associated with the free soliton, and the other gap 
level is of the pinned soliton. The mid-gap level of the free soliton is insensitive to Ed. 
Weak change would originate from mixing of levels due to the Finite system size. Change 
of the energy level associated with the pinned soliton is explained well by the single- 
solitonsolution of the TLM model. This will be discussed in section 4. 
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- 1  0 0 1.0 

Figure 4. Electronic level SLrUcNre around the 
Peierls gap as a function of Ed in the SSH model. 
Parameters are V = 0.51, and N = N. = 50. The 
Fermi level is denoted by the broken curve. The 
thincurveis the result by t h e m  model.obtained 
in section 3.1. 

& / t o  

2 0  

n 
Figure 5. Dimeruation pattern (U) and electron 
density (b) in the SSH model with an Anderson 
impurityatn = 25.In(b),electronnumberatthe 
d level is also shown by the vertical bar. Par- 
ameters are V = O.St,, Ed = -0.61,, N = 50 and 
N. = 51. 

-0.3 
-1 0 0 1 0  

Figure 6. Electronic level structure around the 
Peierls gap as a function of Ed in the SSH model, 
Parameters are V = OSIO, A'= 50 and N. = 51. 
The Fermi level is denoted by the broken curve. 
Itisidentical tooneof thethickcurves. 
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3.2.2. Ne = N + 1. This part is devoted to systems with Ne = N + 1. In other words, 
half-filled systems are considered. First, we present typical numerical solutions in figure 
5. The d level is Ed = -0.61,. We find a trapped polaronic distortion around the impurity 
at n = 25 in figure S(a). As shown in figure S(b), the d level is nearly doubly filled. Then, 
the electron number of the chain is less than half-filled by about one. The lattice 
distortion, thus, is associated with a positive polaron trapped by an effective site-type 
impurity with strength 0.417tW The distortion is asymmetric with respect to the impurity 
because of the alternation of strong and weak bonds. The tail of the distortion at n > 25 
islongerthanthat atn < 25. Thisiscorrelated with thelongertailofthechargereduction 
at n > 25, found in figure S(b). 

Numerical solutions for positive Ed are similar to those for negative Ed. For example, 
lattice distortion for Ed = 0.6&, is the same as that in figure S(a). Charge density for 
E,, = 0.6r0 is obtained, by calculating 1 - P, from the data of figure 5(b). We obtain a 
trapped negative polaron in this case. 

Energy levels around the Peierls gap are shown as a function of Ed in figure 6. The 
full curves are the results of the present calculation. The Fermi level is denoted by the 
broken curve, which is identical to the singly occupied level in the energy gap. Two 
localized levels associated with the polaron change their energies as Ed varies. The 
positive polaron gradually changes into the negative polaron with increasing Ed. 

3.2.3. Ne = N + 2. Numerical results for this case can be obtained from those of section 
3.2.1 byperformingthe chargeconjugation transformation and replacing Ed with ( -Ed) .  
Then, we can obtain a localized level at the top of the conduction band when Ed < 0. 
The level would be well explained by the TLM results in section 3.1. We would get a 
pinned soliton and a free soliton if Ed > 0. 

To summarize section 3.2, we have shown that a new localized state appears in the 
energy gap when there is an Anderson impurity. This fact is supported by the remarkable 
agreement between solutions of TLM and SSH models when the dimerization is nearly 
perfect. On the other hand, our calculations also reveal the limitation of the uniform 
order parameter. We cannot treat cases where it is energetically favourable to create 
solitons or polarons. In these cases, the energy level structures are completely different 
from those of the nearly dimerized system. We find complex mixing between mid-gap 
levels associated with non-linear excitations and the localized state due to the impurity. 

4. Systems with odd sites 

When a chain is composed of an odd number of sites, there is a soliton in the impurity- 
free case. There is one localized level associated with the soliton at the gap centre. If 
this level is singly occupied, the soliton has no charge but spin. It is called a neutral (spin) 
soliton. When the level is filled or empty, the soliton has unit charge but no spin. It is 
named a chargedsoliton. In this section, we investigate how electronicstructurechanges 
when an Anderson impurity is present. The model is analysed as functions of localized 
level and electron number. 

4.1.  mo model 
It is well known that the TLM model (2.5) has a soliton solution centred at x = 0. The 
order parameter is 

where 5 = +/Ao is the coherence length. The wavefunctions andeigenvalues are 
A(x) = A. tanh(x/g) (4.1) 
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for the conduction and valence bands, and 

(4.3) 

for the mid-gap state. We calculate how energy level structure changes in the presence 
of the Anderson impurity at the lth site. 

By making an equation of motion, we obtain the d-electron’s Green function 
-I 

Gd(ic,) = i ie, + p - Ed - aV2 ~ T r [ y x ( x ~ ) ~ i o ) ( K ,  ien)y;(xl)]) (4.4) 
x 

where the sum with respect to K is taken over the valence and conduction bands, and 
themid-gapstate. Using(4.2) and (4.3) and G:”(K, ie”) = (ie. + p - e.)-] (K = k, b), 
we obtain 

Inserting equation (4.5) into (4.4) gives 

.- . V’ 1 
ic, + p - Ed + - 

2t0 [A; - (ien + p)z]L/2 

When the limit XI+ 2- is taken, we recover equation (3.7). The condition for the 
singularity of (4.6) is 

w (A?, - w?)’/2 = - (4.7) 

where ie“ + p is replaced by w .  This equation has two solutions in the energy gap. One 
of them corresponds to the mid-gap state, and the other is the new localized state 
discussed in section 3.1. In the next subsection. the numerical solutions \nil1 be shown 
by thin curves in figures 8 and 10, and will be compared with SSH results. 

We discuss the solution and relations to that of section 3. When lEdl Q Ao, we can 
replace the left-hand side of (4.7) by Ao. The approximate solution is 

w= 2(Ao+ V2/2to) (EdAO~[(EdAO)’+-sech2 10 ( - ) (A0 +E)] I n ] .  
(4.8) 

If 1x11 -+ m, we recover the solution (3.9) and the mid-gap level (4.3). 
We consider an interesting limit 

only dominant terms in (4.7) to get 

Then, the solution is 

We find that the energy of the mid-gap state shifts due to the impurity. 

4 Ao. When IwI Q A. and lEdl 4 Ao, we retain 

A,, = - (V2/2t,)/Aa sech2(xl/5)/2wE,. 

w = - VIA, sech2(xl/~)/4toEd. 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 
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W f o  
Figure 8. Electronic level structure around the 
Peierls gap as a function of E, in the SSH model. 
Parameters are V = 0.5f,, N = 51 and N, = 52. 
The Fermi level is denoted by rhe broken curve. 
The thin curves are the results by the TL.M model, 
obtained insection4.1. 

Figure I .  Dimerization pattern (a) and electron 
density (b)  in the SSH model with an Anderson 
impurity at n = 25. In (b) .  electron number at the 
d level is also shown by the vertical bar. Par- 
ameters are V = O S r , ,  E& = -0.61~. N = 51 and 
N. = 52. 

When IwI - A. and lEdl 9 Ao, the dominant contribution in (4.7) yields 

The approximate solution is 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

Thus, the localized level in the impurity equation (3.10) is also shifted by the soliton. 
Solutions (4.10) and (4.12) have shifted in opposite directions. If the energy shift of one 
of them is positive, that of the other is negative. This may be due to the level repulsion 
effect. 

4.2. SSHmodel 
The model equation (2.1) is to be studied numerically. In this subsection, we use 
N = 51. Other parameters are the same as those in section 3.2. 

4.2.1. Ne = N + 1. There are 2(N + 1) electronic states in the whole system. Thus, 
electron number is at half-filling in this part of the subsection. Figure 7 shows lattice 
configuration and charge density distribution for Ed = -0.6fw We find a pinned soliton 
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" 
Figure 9. Dimerization pattern ( 0 )  and electron 
density (b)  in the ssu model with an Anderson 
impurity at n = 25. In (b), electron number at 
the d level is also shown by the vertical bar. 
Parameters are V =  0.510, Ed = - 0 . 6 1 ~  and N =  
N. = 51. 

- 0 3  
-1  0 0 1.0 

Figure 10. Electronic level structure around the 
Peierls gap as a function of Ed in the SSH model. 
Parameters are V = 0.51, and N = N. = 51, The 
Fermi level is denoted by the broken curve. It is 
ide~ticaltooneofthe thictcurves. The thincurves 
are the results by the TLM model. obtained in 
section4.1. 

around the impurity at N c 25. Change of yn is steeper around the impurity. Filling of 
the d level is about two. Then, number of n electrons is about N - 1. This number is less 
than the value Nat  half-filling. So, the soliton is positivelycharged. 

When Ed is positive and large enough, the d level is almost empty. The chain system 
has excess electron number, which is near to one. The soliton is negatively charged in 
this case. As Ed increases From negative to positive value, the positive soliton gradually 
changes into the negative one. 

Change of energy levels around the Peierls gap is shown in figure 8. The broken 
curve indicates the Fermi level. It is defined by the average value of the highest occupied 
and the lowest unoccupied states. The thin curves are numerical solutions of equation 
(4.7). When Ed < -Ao, the upper curvecorresponds to themid-gap level and the lower 
one to the bound state at the impurity. When Ed becomes larger, the two states mix with 
each other and are not discernible. Finally, when Ed > A", the upper level becomes the 
impuritystate and the lower level corresponds10 themid-gaplevel ofthesoliton. Overall 
variations of the two localized levels agree well with the TLM results. But, the agreement 
is not as good as that in section 3. This may be due to the fact that the local narrowing 
of the soliton width at the impurity is not taken into account in the previous subsection, 
The narrowing of the soliton implies decrease of the coherence length. So, the local 
energy gap becomes wider. The localized impurity state also moves apart from the gap 
centre. In this way, the absolute values of the energies of the two levels are larger in the 
SSH model than in the TLM model. 
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4.2.2. Ne = N .  In this part, we look at solutions of the system with Ne = N .  Electron 
number decreases from half-filling. In figure 9, we show and p. for Ed = -0.6r0. The 
d level is almost full. Thus, the number of n electrons is nearly N - 2. In figure 7(a), the 
mid-gap state of the system is empty. An electron is removed from the top of the valence 
band of the system in figure 7 to obtain the system of figure 9. It will be energetically 
favourable to create an additional non-linear excitation. In this case, a new polaron is 
formed far from the impurity site. The charge distribution of ~t electrons reflects the 
presence of the pinned soliton and the almost free polaron. 

When Ed is positive and large enough, the localized d level is almost empty. The 
number of nelectrons is about N .  Then, the mid-gap level shown in figure 8 accepts one 
electron. The positively charged soliton in section 3.2.1 changes into a nearly neutral 
soliton. Variation of?. is almost the same as that in figure 7(a) .  

We depict energy levels around the Peierls gap in figure 10. The broken curve is the 
Fermi level, which is identical to the singly occupied level in the Peierls gap. The thin 
curves are theTLMresults. When Ed > 0, overall agreemenl between SSH andTLM results 
is found. However, if Ed > 0, the level structure is different. The level, which varies 
similarly to the thin curve, is associated with the trapped soliton. The other two mid-gap 
levels are of the free polaron and they are almost independent of Ed. In this way, 
coexistence of mid-gap levels of the soliton and polaron is found. 

4.2.3. Ne = N + 2.  When Ne = N + 2, the system is the electron-doped one like that of 
section4.2.1. Change of electronicstructure isopposite to thechange from section4.2.1 
to section 4.2.2. Numerical results can be obtained from those of the system with Ne = 
N ,  by performing charge conjugation transformation and replacing Ed with ( - E d ) .  
Then,wewouldobtainanearlyneutralsolitonwhenEd < 0. Wewouldget afreepolaron 
and a pinned negative soliton if Ed > 0. 

To conclude section 4.2, we have shown overall agreement on the electronic localized 
levels between SSH andTLM models when single-soliton solutions are stable. The remain- 
ingdifference comes from the localvariation of the order parameter around the impurity. 

5. Summary and discussion 

We have shown that a new localized state appears around the Anderson impurity in 
conjugated polymers. We have concentrated upon the systems with U = 0. Effects of 
finite U will be studied in the following paper [14]. 

First, the presence of the localized state is shown by analytic investigation of the TLM 
model. When the order parameter is uniform, a new state is located at the top of the 
valence band with negative impurity level. It is localized at the bottom of the conduction 
band if the impurity level is positive and in the conduction band. Furthermore, we have 
shown that the localized level is also present in the gap when there is a soliton. In this 
case, there are two localized levels in the gap. One is associated with the impurity and 
the other is the mid-gap state of the soliton. 

Next, the SSH model with finite system size is diagonalized in order to establish the 
TLM results. We have shown the good agreement between the TLM and SSH results when 
the TLM order parameters are stable against the extra change of the electron number. In 
section 3.2, the localized level in the "LM model agrees remarkably well with that in the 
SSH model when the nearly dimerized system is the stable solution. In section 4.2, we 
find similar agreement when the single-solitonsolution is stable. But, the agreement in 
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section 4.2 is not as good as in section 3.2, owing to the steep change of the order 
parameter around the impurity. On the other hand, we do not find any agreement when 
the extra change of electron number is important. In this case, there are complex mixed 
levels in the gap. They originate from the localized level around the impurity and the 
mid-gap states with respect to non-linear excitations. 

In view of the above new findings, we should remark on relations to realistic defects 
in conjugated polymers. When the impurity is a dopant, the d level is embedded in the 
valence or conduction band. The localized level appears in the gap. The position is 
explained by whether the dopant is an acceptor or a donor. When it is an acceptor, the 
d level is filled up with electrons and the localized level is at the top of the valence band. 
If it is a donor, the d level is unoccupied and the new level is at the bottom of the 
conduction band. These discussionsagree well with those of the site-type impurity effects 
previously investigated [3,7]. The quantitative equivalence has been shown in section 
3.1 and the appendix of the present paper. The energy of the localized level in the gap 
agrees well with that of the site-type impurity problem [7] with strengthJ = - V z / E d .  

When the impurity is a carbonyl defect, the d level would be in the valence band as 
Mizes and Conwell noted [ll]. The quantity Ed is the site energy of the K electrons of 
the oxygen and the mixing Vindicates the *z bond between the carbon and the oxygen. 
A new level appears at the top of the valence band. This level seems not to have been 
found in experiments. This may be due to the fact that resolution is not very good in 
photospectroscopic experiments. Better resolution is to be expected. 

For an atomic side group, it seems that our model is too simple. However, we believe 
that fundamental effects on the polymer chain due to the defect are modelled by our 
simple Andersonimpurity. Wecanexpect that anew levelwouldappear in theelectronic 
gap in general. The detailed structures of the localized level would depend on electronic 
structures of the atomic side group and forms of interactions with the polymer chain. 

We have consideredonlysystems with no Coulombinteraction. Even if it is present, 
the new feature, the existence of the localized level, would not be changed. But, when 
the Coulomb strength at the d level is large enough, filling of electrons of this level 
changes. We will quantitatively discuss effects of Coulomb interaction in the next paper 

In [ 9 ] ,  we have numerically investigatedsite-type impurity effects on soliton-lattice 
systems. We have not obtained any information on localized states in the gap because 
of the smallness of number of states around the gap. Judging from the results of the 
present paper, we expect similar localized levels around solitons trapped by impurities. 
Quantitative discussion will await future investigations. 

We have only investigated thesingle-impurity problem. The many-impurity problem 
can be formulated with the help of the coherent potential approximation. This approxi- 
mation has recently been used in the Anderson alloy system in order to discuss electronic 
properties of heavy fermion alloys [15]. Study of the system with many Anderson 
impurities(with randomdistribution) isalsoaninteresting problem, whichawaitsfuture 
research. 

~ 4 1 .  
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Appendix. Equivalence between the Anderson impurity (with U = 0)  and the site-type 
impurity 

In this appendix, we verify the equivalence between the Anderson impurity and the site- 
type impurity, discussed in association with the solutions (3.10) and (3.11). Hereafter, 
we assume the relation lEdl % V.  

The Anderson impurity (2.3) takes the form 

H i  = E d  ‘c did, + V z  (djcl., + cT,,d,) (‘41) 

at U = 0. We perform a unitary transformation in order to eliminate the mixing term as 
follows: 

HA = eSHA e-s (‘42) 

S = g 2 (d:Cl,, - c2sdJ (A3) 

where Sis an anti-Hermitian operator. We can particularly take 

whereg is assumed to be real and proportional to V. We expand (A2) up to second order 
in V: 

HA E Hf’ + Hg’ + [S, H P ]  + [S, H,L!)] + $[S, [S, Hf’]] + O(V3) (A41 

6 4 5 )  

where 

H f ’  = Ed 2 did, 

and 

Hf’ = V z  (dfc,, + c:.,d,). 

The quantityg is to be determined by the condition 

H,L!’ + [S, Hf‘)] = 0. 
This implies that the terms of first order in Vcancel each other in (A4). Using equations 
(A3), (A5) and (A6). we get 

g = VIEd. (AS) 
Inserting equations (A5), (A6) and (AS) into (A4), we finally obtain 

V= 
H A  = ( E d  +$) 7 did, - - Ed ‘c s cz,cl.s 

The second term of equation (A9) indicates that the model (Al) isequivalent to the site- 
type impurity H1 = J Z s  c],,c,,~ with J = -V2/Ed, under the condition lEdl % V. This is 
theevidence that solutions(3.10)and (3.ll)agreein thelimit JEdI % AOwhenarelation 
J =  -V2/Edisassumed. 
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